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PikoFlow is a non-stick mask coating which causes
the particles of different materials such as tin, oil,
and other contamination to repel to the substrates
and allow them to be easily removed without
applying abrasive agents.
TM

The PikoFlow characteristic gives:
TM



Strong hydrophobicity



Strong non-stick properties



Coating thickness: 100-150 nm



UV- Stability



Resistant to abrasion



Temperature resistant up to 250°C for a long time.



Food safety



Permanent chemical bonding- Chemical stability.

The PikoFlow coating can be applied to variety of metal and
plastic surfaces with instant results. The wetting of solids by
liquids is associated to many fields from the physical chemistry of
surfaces fallows thermodynamics, materials science, and physics
and chemistry properties fluids.
The wetting phenomenon plays a key role in many modern
technologies such as soldering, brazing, 3D printing, tissue
engineering, surface coating and cleaning, microelectronics,
optical technology and many others.
The focus of this paper is to show the improvement of PikoFlow
coating on standard stencil, made by traditional technologies,
such as laser-cut or electroforming.
Stencil printing is a complex process that is driven by many
parameters. Paste release depends on the stencil technology
and its wall smoothness, the stencil aperture design as related to
the area ratio, solder paste, and the board separation speed from
the stencil. The PikoFlow layer has function to repel flux from
surface in minimum no sticking of the paste.

Quantified the wettability of a surface, meaning the interaction
between the liquid and solid molecules can be achieved by
measuring the contract angle. Contact angle is defined by the
angle form by the solid surface and the tangent to the drop
profile at the contact point. The Young’s equation describes the
relation between the cosine of the contact angle and three
surface tensions that need to be considered: solid liquid σs,
liquid-vapour σlv, and solid vapour σsv :

σsv= σsl + σlv cosθ
σlv

θ
σsl

σsv

As we can see contact angle zero will get complete wetting while
large contact angle is a result of worse wettability and bad
adhesiveness. The contact angle is highly affected by many
factors as temperature, humidity, solid surface roughness and
static electricity.
The liquid shape over the solid surfaces is determined by
summarizing of all the adhesive and cohesive forces between
the liquid and solid. The PikoFlow coating weakened the Solid
liquid interaction resulting in low wettability interaction. Low
wettability changes the shape of the liquid. The change can be
easily seen by increasing the contact angle between the liquid
and the solid.The Low wettability will result with faster release of
the liquid combine with improve cleaning possibilities.

The R&D Engineering group in Suron assists in product
development from the initial idea to the final process steps. The
group developed the material and the process of the PikoFlow.
This development was done over a period of two years; a lot of
experiments were done to reach the production stage

The results for this experimental development are shown in the attached figures:

With PikoFlow - Low wettability interaction

Without PikoFlow – Complete wetting

Without PikoFlow

Material half coated with PikoFlow
under Spraying water
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